


Welcome to your go-to place for taking social media by storm
CoinBuck! 🎉

Ever felt like you're the star of the show, 
but the venue's making all the cash? 

LET’S CONNECT
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You are putting in all the hard 
work and engagement while 
the Social Media Giants are 
pocketing billions.



It's time to flip the script. 
CoinBuck empowers YOU to 
share the dollars and puts 
cash back in your pockets. 
Your actions bring cash to 
YOUR  pockets.



PRE-SALE: LEVELING THE 
PLAYING FIELD FOR 
COMMUNITY MEMBERS

FAIR & RARE LAUNCH: 
A COMMITMENT TO 
EQUALITY

Before our fair launch, Coinbuck introduces a pre-sale phase, 
designed to give retail investors and community members an 
equal opportunity with institutional players and whales. This 
pre-sale is a strategic move to mitigate the typical bot activities 
and aggressive trading behaviors often seen during public 
launches. By participating in the pre-sale, our community 
members can secure their stake in Coinbuck at an early stage, 
ensuring a more democratic and balanced entry for all.

In this crucial phase, participants have the unique chance to 
secure their allocation/purchase in Coinbuck, solidifying their 
position in the ecosystem. This step is vital for those who wish to 
be at the forefront of our innovative platform, offering a head 
start in the dynamic world of cryptocurrency and social media.

Coinbuck is committed to a fair launch strategy, where 100% of 
the token supply is made available and added to the liquidity 
pool of the AMM DEX at the launch (Token Generation Event). This 
approach aligns with the ethos of cryptocurrency, offering an 
equal opportunity for everyone, with NO special privileges for our 
founders, team, and partners.
EVERYONE (You and all of us) will BUY the token from the Public 
pools (AMM DEX) post-launch.
In a world where initial coin offerings (ICOs) and token 
distributions often favour a select few, Coinbuck champions a 
more equitable distribution model.
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MONEY MONEY EVERYWHERE ….

10,000 BUCK TOKENS*

SIGNUP BONUS
GET 10,000 BUCK TOKENS IN YOUR WALLET BY SIGNING 
UP ON THE PLATFORM

USE THESE TOKEN TO BOOST YOUR PROFILE AND 
INCOME.
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1000 BUCK TOKENS*

When you invite others to join our platform, 
not only will you receive a bonus from them, 
but here's the exciting part – you'll also earn 
bonuses from everyone they invite. And the 
best part? It doesn't stop there. Your income 
stream keeps flowing.

Billion $ link  

REFERRAL BONUS

REFER AND EARN BUCK TOKEN 
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BUCK1000
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Referral

1st Level 10%

7%

3%

10,000 BUCK

10,000 BUCK

10,000 BUCK

1000 BUCK

700 BUCK

300 BUCK

2nd Level

3rd Level

Percentage Joining Airdrop Referral Bonus

TEAM BONUS

70 + 30 BUCK TOKENS*



Direct Referrals 
or 1st Level
Enjoy 10% of the Signing Up bonuses for all 
your direct referrals.

For example:
with 100 direct referrals, you'll receive a 
substantial 100,000 BUCK tokens.

2nd Level 
Referral
When your direct referral refers 
someone down the line, you'll receive 
7% of their Signup bonuses. 

For example:
 if you have fifty(50) 2nd-level referrals, 
you'll accumulate 3,500 BUCK tokens.

3rd Level 
Referral
When your referral's referral brings in a 
new member in your downline, you'll 
earn 3% of the signing bonus

For example:
with 50 3rd-level referrals, you'll add another 
1,500 BUCK tokens to your earnings.
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Direct Referrals

10%

YOU

2nd Level 
Referral

7%

YOU

3rd Level Referral

3%

YOU

1 2 3



PRODUCT PURCHASE BONUS  

**REFERRAL LEVEL

When your team downline purchases products, you can earn Purchase Bonuses 
across three levels, as follows:

These bonuses provide incentives for building a network of downline members who purchase 
products within your referral network.
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1st Level
Percentage: 10%
Purchase Package: For example, if they purchase 10,000 BUCK, you will receive 
100 BUCK as a Referral Bonus.

2nd Level
Percentage: 7%
Purchase Package: For example, if they purchase 10,000 BUCK, you will 
receive 700 BUCK tokens.

3rd Level
Percentage: 3%
Purchase Package: For example, if they purchase 10,000 BUCK, you will 
receive 300 BUCK tokens.



COINBUCK
YOUR GATEWAY TO ACTIVE WEB3 PARTICIPATION

ENGAGE AND EARN
Content Creation
Write, post, and produce videos to earn rewards.

Join Our Community
Connect, collaborate, and grow in our dynamic web3 ecosystem.

Social Interactions
Like, follow, and share in the Coinbuck community for 
enhanced engagement.

On-Chain Tasks
Participate in trades, DeFi activities, and explore 
blockchain technologies.

Personalized Growth
Receive task recommendations tailored to your interests 
and expertise.

Secure and Trustworthy
Your data and assets are protected with our robust 
security protocols.

Unlimited Opportunities
Dive into a world of tasks on the CoinBuck platform and earn CBX tokens 
as rewards.

Intuitive Interface: Navigate the crypto landscape with ease, whether you're a beginner 
or a seasoned pro.

These tokens are released in three stages:

An Immediate 50%

And The Final 50% After one months.
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At Coinbuck, we make sure our token distribution is clear and fair. We have special plans for 
giving out tokens that help keep everything stable and trustworthy.

VESTING PROGRAMS AT COINBUCK
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Airdrop Vesting: Slow Token Release
50% Immediate Release & Daily Distribution: 
Receive 50% of your tokens upfront, with the 
remainder distributed daily. Each day, a 
progressively smaller amount is released, 
ensuring a smooth and even distribution of 
tokens.

First Half at Start: You receive 50% of your 
tokens instantly on purchase.

Second Half After 30 Days: The rest is given 
out 30 days after the campaign ends.

Engagement Reward Vesting: 
Get Some Now, Some Later

First Half Now: You get 50% of your tokens 
right away for taking part in the campaign.

Second Half Later: The other 50% is given 30 
days after the campaign ends.

Package Purchase Incentive Vesting: 
Two Steps to Get Your Tokens

Our Promise: Coinbuck is committed to giving out tokens in a way that's both immediate and 
beneficial in the long run, building a strong and active community.

Referral Reward Vesting: 
Rewards for Referring Others

Gradual Token Distribution: Tokens are 
disbursed daily on a diminishing scale, 
ensuring a balanced and fair allocation 
each day under our daily payment plan.
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Make yourself a powerful influencer by using our smart system's packages to 
make your online presence stronger and gather more people in your community. 
Get more followers, engage with more people, and reach a wider audience. 

BE AN
INFLUENCER

The simplest path is to purchase packages that will grow your 
social media followers. Open doors to high-earning opportunities.
 
Transform into a micro influencer.

 Receive 100 free followers using your tokens.
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SUPERCHARGE 
YOUR PROFILE

101 -1000 
Twitter 

followers

1000+
Twitter 

followers

0-100 
Twitter 

followers

Empower yourself to level up your profile and step into the influencer spotlight. The smoothest route involves snagging some packages to 
beef up your follower count on your chosen platform. Plus, unlock premium earning opportunities.

In the initial phase, user profiles will be established primarily using Twitter statistics, specifically the number of followers they have on Twitter.

Graduated Profile Badges
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HOW YOU CAN CREATE A 
CAMPAIGN ON THE PLATFORM

Prepare Your Wallet
Begin by adding tokens to your wallet.

Select a Package
Purchase a package from the platform that suits 
your campaign needs.

Craft Your Campaign
Create a campaign using the package you've acquired. 
Tailor it to your specific goals and objectives.

Initiate Promotion
Launch your campaign to start promoting your content 
or message effectively.

Unlimited Opportunities
Dive into a world of tasks on the CoinBuck platform and earn CBX tokens 
as rewards.

These tokens are released in three stages:

An Immediate 50%

And The Final 50% After one months.
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 FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE
Joining Bonus 10,000 BUCK

After 100k Users

10% Depreciation in Bonuses

After 200k Users

And so on

20% Depreciation in Bonuses

Product Purchase Bonus

10%

7%

3%

1st level

2nd level

3rd level

YOU

10%

7%

3%

YOU
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Thank You
Get in Touch 

https://coinbuck.com

https://t.me/coinbuck https://twitter.com/coinbuckXhttps://www.facebook.com/groups/coinbuck https://discord.gg/QyVN3CB7 https://www.instagram.com/coinbuckx/https://www.youtube.com/@coinbuck https://medium.com/@coinbuck


